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The position of the I ndependent Garage orkshop W 

The current role of the I ndependent car W orkshop is hugely , Europe in important  especially in 

maintenance, repairs and second hand vehicle sales.  With an average lifetime of up 18  to years, 

na  of period ownership aveage 3-4 years and   an annual maintenance and repair spend of 

€600 €- 800 per car, it is likely that every car in looked- been has or is Europe after by  an 
W I

 
ndependent orkshop at least once . life its during  

Based  on intervie sw  with 30 e -usernd  custome ,rs  on why they currently choose an I ndependent

W
 

orkshop to deliver the required service, we see five factors achieving  consistently high : scores 

■ Quality/reliability: Independent G arage W orkshops are ge erally   family often smaller,n  
run businesses, with   a local   very and personal connection with t irhe  custome sr . This
contributes

 
the to a very  of development  high degree of trust in the quality and reliability 

of the service videdpro , including  ‘after service’   arrangements.

■ Flexibili  ty:   The   more perhaps or able, more is operation personal small the that sense 
 .required services of extentthe  and timing of terms in needs  the customer'sot react to willing      

■ Objectivi  ty: strong A  will and objective be will given  that belief advice keep  the custome 'sr  
 

 

interest       times. all at mind in 

■ Price:   An the  that expectation hourly la ubo r rate  price overall  thethat indeed and  in the    

W Independent orkshop can  eb lowe ,r
  cars. older with  and

 well-off  
those

lessthe for particularly important, is which 

■
 

Proximity: Because   very the andnumerous refore small, be to tend Garages Independent 
local, average in 3km ( short be can distances driving customer  the Netherlands

.)  dealer franchise a  foraverage 21km
 to compared 

To  the for cater diversity of customer needs, the anger   different of business models among 

independent workshops is extensive. I  n the Netherland ,s  example, for roughly one  third 

of I  Garages ndependent are part of a S ervice chain  while two thirds are completely independent.

 

 

The  services offered range from high  repair, and service quality to s  inpecial stsi  very specific 

service ,s  to hoset  operate who low-cost multi-brand worksh sop   and everything in between.  

Overall the strong  presence  of I ndependent Workshops provides marketplace the in 
benefits for 

 great 
onsuc mer. The  the to bring they that competition ensures

consumer
greater  market the 

choice  
 

at competitive prices, driven by   competition. The open market  in Europe

encourages
 

amongand choice  diversity,this 
the satisfy tostriving 

 are that businesses those  competition strong 
different  customer needs  . The result is a Ivibrant  and large ndependent

Garage
 

oadsr 
 on vehicles million 300 the how imagine to hard be would it which, without ectors 

European are   they as sound lenvironmental y as and safely  operating askept be could .

 
At the same time,  the automotive industry is changing rapidly, but 

should
 technology in improvements 

 could that 'd such
 of number A  

isruptions'
  choice. their  to limitacting than rather consumers for offer the improve 

significantly impact the I ndependent W orksh sop , and eventually on 

the 

 
customer are Although outcome negative a such have not need but anticipated .

serious
 a is there 

  risk that rcur ent  oflevels      free choice and pcom   etitive 

might
 market the  consumers for  invalue 

  it. prevent to needed be will action but case the eb not need this disappear, or educer 
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Disruptions that are solved by the market 

PROFESSIONALISATION, SCALE AND ADAPTATIONS TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES      

In the  sector  AutoEuropean , the service  epairr and channel has been shrinking due to a 

combination of market overcapacity and improving car quality leading to a lower annual 

maintenance spen .d As  this of result a , the I ndependent Workshop channel  is declini ;ng

around at estimated is decline the
 Italy in 

5%  per year but  countries. different the in vary will this At 

the same time, the technologies  in  produced being ca sr are changing rapidly and it is 

increasingly complicated to execute maintenance and repairs. 

As  result, a scale and professionalism is   increasi lyng importa tn  to  seeking         operate 

profitably in  many with 
for those 

networks  sector the consolidating towards regional operat oi sn  . The 

challenge for I ndependent Garage orkshops W is even greater  , as they are traditionally 

sorgani ed on a loca -l  scale, bem edded   as part of the loca  community.l    

For some time now, I G ndependent arages have increased their investments in tools, in 

technical  latest the to  accessgaining
 

informati no  and  technical in training. The 

will investment of level a such for equirementr
 increasing 

 challenge rpa ticular a be for the smaller 

workshops and  well may there be somewhat of a “shake out” . result a as  

In addition to investing in new capabilities and tools, it an that anticipated also is  rinc easing 
level of special si ation may  rnecessa y be also . Special si ation may  specific a to elationr inbe brand, 

types specific repair  of ,or  for exa ,mple  a specific technology (   such as lectricE ehiclesV ).  

A trend further  an see may increasing level I between collaborations business of ndependent

W
 

orkshops  . Rather than having acquiring  in invest to diagnostic tools for all brands, networks 

of I ndependent  may Workshops emerge where  work specialist referrals become an important

 feature
  

. New third party diagnostic tools are beginning to appear which connect to 

  should  whichbrands various
 of vehicl se

address the difficul iest  by faced multi-brand gara sge

compared
 date to 

 to single brand speciali sst  .

END-   USERS AND INDEPENDENT GARAGES LESS  CLOSE  LY TIED  FUTURE ?THE NI 

We see an increa ings   presence and influence from Web-based  the in operators digital market 

place, e.g., Auto Scout, different ownership and mobility models, e.g., private lease, car2go, 

Uber, and new types of consume -r IT driven  players entering the automotive marketplace , e.g., 

Google and Apple. These trends may push  W current orkshops  towards a  more back-office role. 

In the future, there is   an increasing likelihood that the driver of a car  will not be the owner of 

that vehicle and may  have less  interest or influence over service and maintenance choice .s  

These phenomena illw drive  intermediation of the channel, ingrp duco  both risks and 

opportunities for I Garage ndependent orksh sop . W On the one hand, it may create downward 

pressure 

 
on prices resulting in the I  ndependent W orkshop becoming offer a  commodity service. 

At the same time,   of process the intermediation provides the opportunity for a garage to market 

 value their
 

proposition widely more  and clearly,  by using these  channels developing new .

The trend is inevitable, and will most likely have a  direct impact ,on  for exa ,mple  the price and

inevitably
 

the  on price-quality balance . That said, in other sectors   new types of business and 

business models have eme drge in  take to order of advantage this  trend of demand aggregation.

This
 

 to likely is require Garages Independent to  develop  models business t ath  are currently 

relatively unknown to . them In order to address this challenge, I ndependent G arages will need 

to become significantly more engaged with the   digital world. The marketplace is 

 

 to likely 
ensure that those who do so will be more likely to thrive . struggle may not do who those while 
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Disruption where the I ndependent Garage also  needs regulatory support  

 VEHICLE GENERATED DATA IS TO EY    K A STEERING CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR 

The modern vehicle is changing into a modern data warehouse and analytics engine. A modern 

vehicle collects in-vehicle generated data and processes most of it within the in-vehicle  

telematics-system. eTh es  in-vehicle telematics sy sstem are developed,  updated and monitored 
by the respective vehicle manufacture sr  and are  under their  full cont ,rol s o  that only the 

vehicle manufacturer has full access. 

The range  of microprocessors and sensors  car  moderna in can provide  unique insights into 

the current state  of the vehicl ,e  performance its and the  beha uvio r . drivers its of  

McKinsey research suggest s that, depending on the use and , benefits the 90-98% of car users

would
 

be willing  to share their car's   ed data, an 75%d   55- collect   are willi  ng to pay for dat -relateda 

services that provi ed   a tangible benefit. Openness in  to relation this data does not appear  to be a 

hurdle for most drivers.  

Independent Garage  Workshops may face significant challenges from in  this two main areas . 

Firs lyt ,  remote access to  the in-vehicle generated data, functions and resources such  as the 

in-vehicle display is currently restricted by Vehicle . Manufacturers Sec lyond , translating

vehicle-
 

data generated into valuable information insights will  and require a  
current in improvement

 significant 
access arrangements  in repair  to relation and maintenance information 

(RMI) as stated in the Ricardo R eport.  

This issue cannot be solved by the I ndependent  Garages alone. They will have to work hard to

be
 

 of use make to ba le the data , available becomes that for example by building up an analytics 

capability, jointly as grou sp  of I ndependents or via service companies. Yet, this would only be 

beneficial if the I ndependent can access the same   data, functions and resources at the same 

time, quality and geographic location  as the  vehicle manufacturer. 

In order to achieve this, we believe there is an urgent need for regulation on vehicle telematics to be 

put in place, building on the existing regulatory framework for access to RMI. We strongly 

 that
 elieveb 

basic key principles need  that can  established eb to  then guide the  regulat  ory framework

 privacy) and security both ensuring (while
 

around vehicle-generated data, functions, resources

and
  

interfaces  for I ndependent , Garages based upon the conviction that in the end, it is the 

consumer who should be in the driver seat: 

▪
 Freedom of choice for the consumer in  to relation their w mho   technical data  is  personal & 

 sent, and from whom he/she may ish w to buy car-related services (maintenance and 

repair) and other convenience services 

This▪  similar require would access conditions  place  input eb to for Independents  to relation in 
 vehicl -e generated data with the possibility to evaluate and aggregate such  data in the vehicle 

telematics system. 

▪ In  -vehicle generated data would  be to have made available via an existing interfac .e 

T▪ o nsuree directly the
 .Garages  professional to available be also must display in-vehicle

  via consumers to  services present to opportunity same 
Independent

the competition,  

  
▪ ‘Interoperability by design

 .consumer the benefit  rp ofessionals Independent toyb utilised and 
 

accessed
easily eb can data  necessarythat ensure to requirement key a is’ 

To fulfil these basic principles an interoperable, standar isedd secure and open-access platform 
as mentioned in article 12 of the eCall regulation is needed. 

For the full text of the position of CECRA on vehicle telematics and connectivity, please visit 
http://www.cecra.eu/statements/2016CECRAPPconnectivity03102016.pdf 
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